
Welcome
We acknowledge that we are in Mi’kma’ki, the ancestral and unceded 
territory of the Mi’kmaq People. This territory is covered by the 1725 
Treaties of Peace and Friendship.

The Rhodena Wind project has a capacity of approximately 
80 megawatts of green renewable energy. Power from the site will help 
meet the Nova Scotia goal to close all coal-fired power plants by 2030. 

Community Wind, a local renewable energy company, is working with ABO 
Wind Canada, part of ABO Wind AG, a global company with extensive 
experience in renewable energy development. Together, we are developing 
green energy from Nova Scotia’s excellent wind.  

We are glad that you are here. We hope to answer your questions. 
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up to 16 turbines
approximately 

80 megawatts of 
renewable energy 

low carbon 
power for more 

than 23,000  
homes

lowers 
emissions by  

more than  
150,000 tonnes

 local benefits include
property tax revenue, 

local jobs, contracts and 
payments to land owners



Why Wind  
Energy Works
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Offsets Emmissions

A wind farm with a capacity of 80 megawatts a year 
can offset 150,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide annually

Evolving Technology

A turbine in 2021 can produce 3 times 
the power of a typical turbine from 2000

Growing Sector

Canada’s clean energy is a rapidly growing 
and diversifying industry 

6,000 people in Nova Scotia work in the 
environment and clean tech sectors

Lower Impact on Environment

Renewable energy, such as wind development, can have 
a reduced impact on our environment as turbines can be 
removed and recycled  

Human Health

Project will be designed to meet or exceed provincial 
regulations and guidelines to protect our health

Health Canada, Statistics Canada and experts concluded in a 
2014 study that turbine noise was not linked to self-reported 
illnesses and health conditions 

4.8% 

3.6% 
growth 
of clean 
energy 
sector

growth of the  
economy
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Location
 
The wind turbines 
would be located 
on the hills between 
Highway 19 and 
the TransCanada 
Highway 105, mostly 
on Crown land. 
The map shows the 
preliminary location 
of the wind turbines.
 

What will  
the turbines  
look like?
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Visualizations
 
The photos on the 
following posters 
were taken from the 
viewpoints on the 
map, so that you can 
see what the wind 
turbines might  
look like.   

What will  
the turbines  
look like?
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Visualizations
These photos were taken from various locations facing the position of the turbines. We inserted 
wind turbines into the photos, so you can see how it will look. 

Visualization 
Lake Murray/Hwy 105

Visualization 
McMaster Brook
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Visualizations

Visualization 
Walkers Cove

Visualization 
Judique
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What Will You Hear?

The closest residential properties are more 
than a kilometre from the wind turbines. It is 
unlikely there will be any noise from the site. 

Sometimes local 
residents may hear 
turbine sound. This 
map (left) shows the 40 
dBA (average decibels) 
sound contour. That’s 
the sound level of a quiet 
library – the regulated 
level allowed in homes 
in Nova Scotia. DBA 
stands for A-weighted 
decibel, a measurement 
of the relative loudness of 
sounds in air adjusted to 
the human ear.
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affect the 
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The Process

The Project will carry out a variety of environmental and other studies as part of an 
Environmental Registration application to Nova Scotia’s Department of Environment and 
Climate Change. A provincial guide outlines the requirements that wind project proponents 
must follow.

The environmental assessment (EA) involves consulting with experts and interested parties 
and gathering feedback from the public through information sessions and online channels. 
This information will help us determine what to study. 

Valued Environmental Components 

VECs may be of interest to First Nations, individuals and other stakeholders who may be 
affected by the Project. Examples are species or elements in the environment that have 
social, cultural or economic values, or that may be protected under federal and provincial 
legislation. 

Environmental Studies 
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Work to Date

We have performed desktop research using public information and professional opinion to 
determine areas that require formal, detailed surveys. Those surveys will be conducted by an 
environmental consultant during sampling windows in 2022. Studies will focus on birds, bats, 
species at risk, wetlands, and other components.

This data will help us determine what features require avoidance or additional mitigation. 

Mi’kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study

The Project will carry out a Mi’kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study and a heritage 
resource assessment.

Updates on Surveys

We will provide information on field surveys and other work for the environmental assessment 
process through future open houses and the Project website. 
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take to complete 
the wind farm?

■ 2021
• Wind measurement, desktop studies,  

early environmental review
• Conversations with property owners,  

the Mi’kmaq and community partners
• Open House
• Proposal to the Province 

■ 2022
• More Open Houses and community  

conversations
• Wind measurement continues
• Environmental studies continue

■ 2023
• Engineering
• Building roads
• Construction

■ 2024
• Turbine Installation
• Operatlons

Measuring the wind

Single blades mounting Completed turbineMoving the hubBuilding the tower
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Benefits

Carbon-Free Energy 
■ Power generated by Rhodena Wind would feed 

into local power lines, providing clean renewable 
energy for local electricity users

               Municipal Taxes 
■ Rhodena Wind would pay more than $500,000 

annually in property taxes to the municipality

Local Contracts and Jobs

During development and construction
■ Jobs in site clearing, road building and concrete work 
■ More demand for local services, such as restaurants and motels
■ Contracts for local businesses for clearing land,  

supplying gravel and road work

During operation 
■ Permanent operation and maintenance jobs
■ Ongoing contracts for snow clearing, road maintenance and 
 land reclamation
■ Ongoing demand for local goods and services  

during life cycle of the wind farm

Community Benefits Fund

Rhodena Wind will establish this fund  
to contribute to... 
■ Well-being of surrounding communities
■ Post-secondary schools for education and  

training in renewable energy
■ Other ideas?
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Benefits

Have Your Say
The Community Benefits Fund will recognize the community’s support and commitment to 
renewable energy in the area. What are your ideas about how to use the money? Use a sticky 
note to vote, or to write your own idea. Just post it on the board. You can also send us an email 
through the contact form at www.rhodenawind.ca

 
 Support for Students 

Studying Engineering and  
the Environment

 
Local  

Environmental
Programs

 
Community Halls/  

Recreation Centres

  Your Ideas
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the wind farm?

www.rhodenawind.ca

The Partners 

Community Wind

Community Wind Farms Inc. works with 
local, national and international partners 
to help communities develop renewable 
energy. 

Based in Halifax, Nova Scotia, the 
company works to develop the excellent 
wind resources of Atlantic Canada for 
the benefit of local landowners and 
communities, and to bring stability to 
electricity consumers across the region.

Community Wind has more than a 
decade of experience building wind farms 
with municipalities, local community 
groups and First Nations across  
Atlantic Canada.

ABO Wind Canada

ABO Wind is a renewable energy 
company developing projects in 16 
countries. It was founded in Germany 
in 1996 and has grown to be one of 
Europe’s leading developers with over 
3,600 MW of developed capacity. 

The company’s business focuses on 
planning, financing, and managing wind 
farms, solar farms and hybrid energy 
systems. We are currently working on 
the development of new projects with 
a total capacity of about 15 gigawatts, 
exceeding the capacity of four average 
nuclear power plants. ABO Wind employs 
over 800 people, including seven staff 
based in Calgary.

powered through partnership
CommunityWind
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For Coming

We would like to hear from you. Send us a 
note through the contact form on the website. 
Check back regularly for more information 
and updates. 

www.rhodenawind.ca
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Masks Required

2m / 6ft 2m / 6ft 2m / 6ft

Physical Distancing
Please keep 2 metres/6 feet away from others.

Maximum Occupancy 
In an effort to protect the public and employees from the spread of 

COVID-19, we are limiting the number of people in this space. 


